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Calling All Turkeys; 
Old Business: On Sept. 25th  the Centerburg Conservation Club hosted a Family Fun Day, our club 
had about 6 members show up to support that. I was disappointed in our numbers but it worked 
out okay as it wasn’t that nice of a day and they had fewer kids than planned for. 
On Oct. 2-3rd we had the two-day Woods Walk, Saturday was very nice for 27 shooters and we had 
the chili dinner afterwards. Quite a few stayed and enjoyed the kettle of chili for dinner. Many 
thanks to the Grubaugh’s for all they did for that. 
Sunday started off wet, but did clear off to let 15 shooters compete for the Ed Rayl rifle barrel. It 
went to Lars Lutton, congratulations Lars! 
I entered the Hall of Shame by shooting my ramrod at a target! I don’t recommend doing that!! 
Glad me and the gun are ok. I heard Ken Netting dry balled, that must be just an ugly rumor??? 
Thank-you to Winston Campbell who donated a new flag to fly at the range. Thanks to Sis for 
bringing lunch and snacks each day. Thanks to all that showed up to make it a successful shoot! 
 
New Business: On Saturday November 6th we have our Turkey Shoot!! starting at 10:00 AM.  The 
host is Cliff Grubaugh. I’m sure he will have a fun group of targets for us. Prizes will be given for 
1st through 4th place.  We will have a total of 10 turkeys to award (the most turkeys you can win 
is 1, then you get a 2nd place prize after the first turkey) Also Ken Netting will be posting up the 
Top Gun and Hall of Shame targets for the top shooters and the shameful shooters to take a shot 
at.  I’ll have a list at the shoot.   
 
This is the last shoot of the year and we will pick the winners of the Raffle Items, finally    
  
A couple of sad notes, Terry Festog lost his battle with cancer and Neil Eddington lost his mother 
in a car/deer accident, our prayers going out to the families. 
 
Reminder that Centerburg Conservation Club dues are due before the end of the year. Pay straight 
to them, we don’t collect for them anymore. 
 
Hope to see you at the shoot. This is the last newsletter for 2021, wishing you all a Happy and 
Health Holiday Season! 
 
 
Mark Hazel 
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